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FAQ's

Address Book Import

I am getting errors when I import my address book.
My imported addresses did not bring in the correct addresses and/or has odd characters.
What kind of file can I use for address book import?
What kind of file can I use for mailing list import?

Labels FAQ

Can I use a thermal printer?
The size is wrong on my thermal printer label.
My thermal printer label prints too light.
I want to change my label after I print it.
I want to email the label to someone.
I want to save my label on my PC so I have a copy of it.
I cannot reprint a label.
My label doesn't fit the adhesive label paper.
My label is not printing correctly.

Log In

How do I change my password?
How do I change my username?
How do I retrieve a forgotten password?
The system does not recognize my username, but I am sure it is correct.

Shipping - Service

I selected Next Business Day AM service but it is showing estimated delivery to be in 2 days by 5pm.

Shipping - Scale

I recieve the error message "There was an error communicating with the scale service."

Shipping - Address

I am getting an error that my zip/city/state/address are incorrect, but I am sure it is correct.
I changed the address in the View Your Address section but there is still an error when I try to ship.
I get an error that the phone number is wrong, but the phone number is correct.

Shipping - Error

How do I know if it is an eShipping error or a carrier error or a problem with my own PC?
I received an Internal Server Error.
I get an error that says "No Meter."
I get a 5022 error and cannot process my shipment.

Shipping - General

Can I do multi piece shipping?
How far in advance can I create my label?
I am shipping from a location other than my office.
I lost my connection to the application.
I have a bunch of shipments that are all exactly alike and going to the same place.
How can I process a large number of shipments quickly?
I received a warning that I am using Microsoft Internet Explorer 7. How can I print my label?
It says Service Not Available to this destination.
My shipments never show in my central purchasing system (may be called by your organization's special name for central
purchasing).
What browsers are supported?
What computers and operating systems are supported?

Shipping International

Commercial Invoice - I got one and don't need it or I need one and I didn't get it.
How do I know what harmonized code or Schedule B code to use?
I have an international address and it doesn't accept the state I entered.
I need to enter more than 4 line items on my commercial invoice.
When do I need a commercial Invoice?

Shipping - Rates

I'm not getting rates, so I can't print a label.
When I click "Get Rates", I get an error saying, "Problem Retrieving rate: error retrieving rate."
When I try to look at my rates and select a service, I get an error message.



The rates displayed are not correct.

Shipping - Returns

I am getting an error creating a return.
I need a return package.
I want to create a return shipment, but the "ship from" address is different than the "ship to" address I am shipping this
package to.

Shipping - Special Services

I need my package to be picked up because I don't have a scheduled pick up.
I need to ship Hazardous Materials.
I selected Pick Up for my FedEx Ground shipment, but it was not picked up.
I want insurance on my package.
I want to leave a Biological Specimen or Hazmat shipment in a drop box.

Shipping - Voids

I can't void my shipment in Current Shipments.
I can't void my shipment in Shipment History.

Shipping - History

I can't delete my shipment.
I can't pull up my shipment.
I have a lot of shipments and I want to find just those with a certain cost center.

Shipping - Mailing Lists

My mailing list shipment won't let me ship to an international address.

Address Book Import

I am getting errors when I import my address book.

Pull up your file in Excel and verify:

Required fields are included for each line: Address Line1, City, State, Zip, Country, Phone.
File is a .csv or .txt file.
File has headers (column headings).
Country names or codes are correct (based on the ISO country list). US addresses still require the country code "US"
Street numbers are numeric (i.e. One American Plaza should be 1 American Plaza).
If you have 2 lines of address, the street number must be on the first line in Address 1.
Use 5 digit zip codes.
Remove any special characters or punctuation such as , " / % # & or accented letters such as ü.
Reformat the entire file into uppercase letters. You can do this by following the steps below:

1. Copying the address table into Microsoft Word
2. Select All
3. Go to Format
4. Change Case and select Upper Case.
5. After it changes, copy and paste it back into your address book file.

My imported addresses did not bring in the correct addresses and/or has odd characters.

Often this is caused by international or symbol characters disrupting the import process. Remove any special characters or punctuation
such as , " / % # & or accented letters such as ü.

What kind of file can I use for address book import?

Any .txt or .csv file with headers (column headings) will work for the Address Import. Mailing Lists can only import .txt files that are in
NL1 format. You can view this format on the Mailing List Import page by clicking "NL1" in the format area. A window will open to show
you the fields and the correct order of the fields.

What kind of file can I use for mailing list import?

Select NL1 format and use .txt (tab delimited text file) format. You may not use .csv files for the Mailing List import.
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Labels FAQ

Can I use a thermal printer?

Yes, you can use Eltron Orion, or Zebra LP2443, LP2844, LP2844-Z. Contact your eShipping administrator, as they will need to have
your account enabled for thermal printing.

The size is wrong on my thermal printer label.



You need to adjust the size on the driver for the thermal printer.

1. Open the printer driver.
2. Bring up the printer properties.
3. Select the Advanced tab.
4. Select the Printing Defaults Button.
5. Select the Options tab.
6. Change the size options to width 4.0 and length 6.0.

My thermal printer label prints too light.

You need to adjust the darkness on the driver for the thermal printer.

1. Open the printer driver.
2. Bring up the printer properties.
3. Select the Advanced tab.
4. Select the Printing Defaults Button.
5. Select the Options tab.
6. Change the darkness setting to a higher number.

I want to change my label after I print it.

You may not change a label after the shipment has been processed. If you need to change it, void the shipment, then create a new
shipment and label.

I want to email the label to someone.

Change your label preference to PDF format, by going into Acct Mgmt, User Profile.

I want to save my label on my PC so I have a copy of it.

Change your label preference to PDF format, by going into Acct Mgmt, User Profile. This option will allow you to save your label as a
PDF file to your computer.

I cannot reprint a label.

A label may only be reprinted when it is still in Current Shipments. However, if you frequently need to reprint labels, you can change
your preferences in Acct Mgmt, User Profile to PDF labels. You may save PDF labels and reprint them later.

My label doesn't fit the adhesive label paper.

Change your label preference to PDF format, by going into Acct Mgmt, User Profile.

My label is not printing correctly.

Change your label preference to PDF format, by going into Acct Mgmt, User Profile.
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Log In

How do I change my password?

Go to Acct Mgmt, User Profile. If you do not have access to this page, please contact your eShipping administrator.

How do I change my username?

Usernames cannot be changed within the application. If you need to change your username and must retain your history and address
book, please contact your eShipping administrator.

How do I retrieve a forgotten password?

You cannot retrieve a forgotten password, but from the Log In page, click on the link that says "Forgot your password?" and it will walk
you through the process of re-setting your password. You will need to enter your username.

The system does not recognize my username, but I am sure it is correct.

Usernames are case sensitive. Make sure you are using the correct case letters (upper and lower case).
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Shipping - Service

I selected Next Business Day AM service but it is showing estimated delivery to be in 2 days by 5pm.

Your recipient address is probably in a rural area that does not have the same levels of carrier service as an urban area. When you
receive this message, your carrier is indicating that if you ship Next Business Day AM, your package will arrive by 5:00 pm on the
second day. Rural deliveries or pick ups often take one or two extra day for transit times. Check with your carrier for more specific
information.
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Shipping - Scale

I recieve the error message "There was an error communicating with the scale service."

There are multiple possibilities for this error message.

The scale integration service is not running on the client machine
Internet explorers security restrictions are preventing the web site to access the scale integration service.
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Shipping - Address

I am getting an error that my zip/city/state/address are incorrect, but I am sure it is correct.

You can verify an address independently of eShipping by going to the US Postal Service website at http://zip4.usps.com/zip4 - just
enter your address there, and use your results in eShipping.

I changed the address in the View Your Address section but there is still an error when I try to ship.

If you checked your address for errors and all shaded fields (required fields) are filled in, and you have a phone number with area code
in place, check the country code. You may only ship from US addresses with eShipping. If you changed the Ship From address to a non
US address you will get an error. You may ship to anyplace your carrier delivers to.

I get an error that the phone number is wrong, but the phone number is correct.

You should check your own phone number (not the recipient). You can do this by clicking the "View Your Address Information" tab on
the bottom of the Recipient Information. You can permanently change your phone number if you have access to the User Profile in Acct
Mgmt. Your phone number must have at least 10 digits (including area code) and should only use - or () for special characters. For
example, (800) 555-1212 or 805-555-1212 or 8005551212 are all correct. 800/555-1212 or 800.555.1212 may cause an error as will
555-1212 (missing the area code).
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Shipping - Error

How do I know if it is an eShipping error or a carrier error or a problem with my own PC?

If you see "FedEx" in the error code, the error comes from that carrier. DHL error codes do not say "DHL" and therefore may be more
difficult to ascertain. DHL errors may come up during rating or processing a shipment. If you receive an error when you are on a page
with no carrier interaction, such as on the Address Book, it will not be a carrier error, and may be either an eShipping error, local PC
issue, or network issue. If you experience a problem on your PC, but cannot replicate the problem on anyone else's computer, the
problem is most likely an issue with your PC setup (browser settings, firewall, etc.). See your I.T. support for assistance. If you log in
through another application to reach eShipping (no eShipping log in page) and you experience issues, please contact your eShipping
administrator, as there may be a problem with the data that is being passed over to eShipping.

I received an Internal Server Error.

Immediately contact your eShipping administrator at your site, and be sure to tell them exactly what you were doing when the error
occurred, along with your username. Your administrator should contact Quadient Software as soon as possible.

I get an error that says "No Meter."

Your eShipping administrator needs to register the account number with Quadient Software.

I get a 5022 error and cannot process my shipment.

This error is a general error encountered when processing FedEx shipments and requesting a pick up. You should contact your
eShipping administrator to find out what your pick up guidelines are at your location.

Common reasons for receiving this error include:

You entered a timeframe for the package to be ready that is too late or too early for the carrier's route. For example, you
entered a window for the package to be ready between 4:00 pm and 6:00 pm. However, the carrier may have a cut off of 2:00
pm for your location, so unless the package is ready by 2, it will not accept your timeframe.

You entered a package pick up for today and you are shipping via FedEx Ground. FedEx Ground shipments may only be scheduled for
next day pick up. Same day pick up is not available, so you must change the pick up date to tomorrow, or the next business day. Be
sure to change your shipment date (in the top left hand corner of the shipping page), as well, so the shipment date and pick up date
match.
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http://zip4.usps.com/zip4


Shipping - General

Can I do multi piece shipping?

The shipper can quickly process a number of shipments by using the Add button between shipments, and then process the entire batch
at the end to produce labels. However, each shipment is individual and each has its own tracking number. We do not provide Box 1 of
3, Box 2 of 3, Box 3 of 3 type multiple shipments with 1 tracking number.

How far in advance can I create my label?

You may create a label up to 7 days in advance by changing the Ship Date in the top left corner of the Shipping Page.

I am shipping from a location other than my office.

On the Shipping page, click on "View Your Address Information" link on the bottom of the Recipient Information. This will take you to
the Ship From page, where you can temporarily modify your sender address. The rates shown will reflect the changed address.

I lost my connection to the application.

Sometimes users lose their connection, due to a variety of reasons, but if you had already hit the Process button, your shipment may
waiting for you in Current Shipments. Just click Print to print out the label. You do not need to create an additional shipment.

I have a bunch of shipments that are all exactly alike and going to the same place.

Enter the shipment once, then hit Add for each additional package. On the last package, hit Process and all the labels in the batch will
print at one time.

How can I process a large number of shipments quickly?

Consider using the multi-ship feature, and just click the Add button to create batches of 20 or 25. The counter next to the Add button
shows you which shipment you are on for the batch. Each shipment can be modified or left the same: edit the Ship-To or Ship-From
address, change the packaging or service, or even switch the carrier if you wish. On the last shipment, hit Process to print out the
labels in a batch.

I received a warning that I am using Microsoft Internet Explorer 7. How can I print my label?

Change your label preference to PDF format, by going into Acct Mgmt, User Profile. Go back to Current Shipment, and reprint the label
from there.

It says Service Not Available to this destination.

Sometimes carriers limit the service available to a particular location, usually a less populated area. Some areas may never have a
particular service available (such as 10:30 a.m.), and some areas may not have an early service available if you ship later in the day.
Carriers change their delivery routes constantly, so service availability can change.

My shipments never show in my central purchasing system (may be called by your organization's special name for
central purchasing).

Always check out when you are finished. Never just close the browser, as your shipment information does not get passed back into
your purchasing system unless you check out.

What browsers are supported?

eShipping supports Internet Explorer Versions 6, 7 8, and 9. While you may be able to do most tasks with other browsers, such as
Chrome, these browsers are not fully supported within the application.

What computers and operating systems are supported?

eShipping supports PC's with Windows 2000, XP, Vista and Windows 7. While you may be able to perform most functions with other
operating systems, these other systems are not fully supported within the application.
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Shipping International

Commercial Invoice - I got one and don't need it or I need one and I didn't get it.

After you hit Process the first time, you will be taken to a screen that asks if your shipment is Document or Non Document. This is what
determines whether or not a commercial invoice will be presented. If you select Document, this type of shipment is considered non-
dutiable and no Commercial Invoice will be available. If you selected Non-Document, it is considered dutiable, and you will be able to
access the commercial invoice. If your shipment is a document and is dutiable, select Non-Document so that you will be able to access
the commercial invoice. You can still enter "Document" in the description field of the invoice. If you forgot to print your Commercial
Invoice, you may reprint it from Current Shipments.

How do I know what harmonized code or Schedule B code to use?

You can look up this information on the US government website (see below).
http://www.export.gov/logistics/exp_logistics_schedule_b.asp
http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/schedules/b/#search

http://www.export.gov/logistics/exp_logistics_schedule_b.asp
http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/schedules/b/#search


I have an international address and it doesn't accept the state I entered.

Not all international addresses require a state. If you are shipping to a country that doesn't require a state and you enter one, the
shipment may not go through. Try leaving it blank, especially if the field is not required (shaded).

I need to enter more than 4 line items on my commercial invoice.

eShipping currently has a limit of 4 line items on a commercial invoice per shipment. If you have additional items, create an additional
shipment by clicking the Add button.

When do I need a commercial Invoice?

Generally speaking, documents such as correspondence and contracts are not dutiable and do not require a Commercial Invoice. While
there are differences between countries and some may always require a Commercial Invoice, in general, anything that goes through
customs and has duty paid requires a Commercial Invoice. Items that require a Commercial Invoice include documents such as
marketing brochures, as well as any non-document item. The best place to look up specific requirements for each country is at your
carrier website (look under International). In addition to import documents, you may also need export documents for items exported
out of the US. You can get information at https://help.cbp.gov/app/answers/detail/a_id/436/kw/commercial-invoice.
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Shipping - Rates

I'm not getting rates, so I can't print a label.

Select any available carrier and service combination (these options will show after you enter your Deliver By date), then hit Process.
You don't need a courtesy rate to create a label.

When I click "Get Rates", I get an error saying, "Problem Retrieving rate: error retrieving rate."

First, check your own zip code and address information. You do this by clicking the "View Your Address Information" link on the bottom
of the Recipient Information. If your address is incorrect it will not allow you to get rates. Check the country code entered for the ship-
to address as well. If this is wrong it will not allow you to get the rates. Check your carrier account. If you do not have access to this
information you need to contact your company's Site Administrator. Shut down your browser and re open it. This gives the browser a
fresh restart and sometimes will fix the issue.

When I try to look at my rates and select a service, I get an error message.

Error message: "No Meter" or "Invalid shipping key" or "Account Not Found." Your carrier account is not registered to be used with
eShipping. Contact your organization's E-Shipping administrator to resolve this issue.

The rates displayed are not correct.

First, verify that you are using the correct carrier account. Your administrator can verify this. If the correct account is being used,
please contact the carrier to make sure your negotiated rates are associated with this account. Occasionally an account becomes
disassociated with a contract, resulting in standard rates being shown instead of your contract rates.
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Shipping - Returns

I am getting an error creating a return.

Check the address you are shipping from. eShipping can only provide shipments for domestic US origin. If you are trying to create a
return from a Canadian or other non US address you will get an error.

I need a return package.

Click on Show Special Services when your rates are shown. On the Special Services page, click on Create a Return Label. Some users
may have this option in Section 4 of the Shipping page as well.

I want to create a return shipment, but the "ship from" address is different than the "ship to" address I am shipping this
package to.

A "Return Label" is defined by the carriers as a label that is the opposite of your original shipment - the original recipient becomes the
sender address and you become the recipient. Return labels are generally good for up to a year. However, you cannot change the
sender or recipient address - it can only be a reverse of your original shipment. You can create a new shipment and change the sender
address to whatever address you need by clicking the View Your Address link at the bottom of Section 1 of the Shipping Page. Then
enter your own address in the Recipient/Ship To section.
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Shipping - Special Services

I need my package to be picked up because I don't have a scheduled pick up.

https://help.cbp.gov/app/answers/detail/a_id/436/kw/commercial%20invoice


Close

Click on Show Special Services when your rates are shown. On the Special Services page, click on Request Pick Up. Some customers
may have this option in Section 4 of the Shipping page as well. A Courier Dispatch page will appear where you can fill in special
instructions and select a time for pick up. Note that pick up times that are too early or too late may not be available from your carrier.
It is strongly recommended that you receive an email confirmation of your shipment, which will also give you a courier pick up request
confirmation number. If you do not normally receive email confirmations, click on the email icon near the bottom of Section 1 of the
Shipping page, and click to email the sender. Enter your email address if it is blank or if you wish to send the confirmation to a different
address than that shown.

I need to ship Hazardous Materials.

Click on Show Special Services when your rates are shown. On the Special Services page you will find your carrier's Hazmat options, if
your company has them available on eShipping.

I selected Pick Up for my FedEx Ground shipment, but it was not picked up.

If you do not have a regularly scheduled FedEx Ground pickup, it requires an extra day for pick up requests. If you request a pick up
during business hours today, the driver will pick up the next business day.

I want insurance on my package.

Click on Show Special Services when your rates are shown or click the link that says, "View Carrier Special Service Options". On the
Special Services page you will find your carrier's insurance or package protection option.

I want to leave a Biological Specimen or Hazmat shipment in a drop box.

UPS Drop Boxes: Biological Specimens contained in the UPS Laboratory Packs are accepted in the UPS Drop Boxes. ORM-D ground
shipments can also go into UPS drop boxes if they fit inside. (ORM-D ground packages not accepted in UPS Drop Boxes are shipments
going to Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Alaska, and Catalina Island). These shipments must be prepared according to applicable air regulations.
ORM-D Air shipments are regulated items and would fall under the category of Hazardous Materials. All Hazardous Material shippers
are required to be set-up as a Daily Pick-up account. If a shipper sends only a few hazardous packages a month, arrangements can be
made through the UPS Business Center to have the driver stop at your request.
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Shipping - Voids

I can't void my shipment in Current Shipments.

FedEx Ground shipments may not be voided in eShipping. Call the carrier's 800 number to void the shipments.

I can't void my shipment in Shipment History.

You may only void shipments while they are still in Current Shipments. Once they have passed into Shipment History, you cannot void
them in the eSS application. You may want to call the carrier's 800 number to void them to avoid possible charges.
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Shipping - History

I can't delete my shipment.

You may only delete shipments that are still in Current Shipments. Once they have passed into Shipment History, you may not delete
them. You may delete a shipment by calling your carrier's 800#, request a shipment void, and give them the tracking number.

I can't pull up my shipment.

History is available for 1 year. If your shipment is older than that, you may not be able to retrieve the history.

I have a lot of shipments and I want to find just those with a certain cost center.

In Reports, you can pull up a Date Report and filter it by the Reference Field, which is where most users store their cost center
information.
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Shipping - Mailing Lists

My mailing list shipment won't let me ship to an international address.

Mailing Lists only support US addresses, due to the export documentation required for international shipments.
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